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Abstract:
At the end of grade 1, Estonian and Finnish students show similar level of reading fluency and reading comprehension despite a year earlier onset of formal reading instruction in Estonia and highly similar orthographies (Soodla et al., 2015). Since grade 2 spring, Finnish students outperform their Estonian peers in reading comprehension (Soodla et al., 2018).

The aims of the present study were to examine the amount of code-focused (CF) and meaning-focused (MF) activities associated with reading fluency and reading comprehension in grade 1 spring and differences between Estonia and Finland. Literacy lessons in grade 1 spring were observed in 21 Estonian classrooms and 12 Finnish classrooms.

The amount of CF activities and MF activities was coded utilizing the Individualizing Student Instruction (ISI) Classroom Observation System (Connor et al., 2009). For the analyses the lessons were categorized as having low, average, or high amounts of CF and MF activities, furthermore the associations of CF and MF activities with students ($N_{Estonia} = 415$; $N_{Finland} = 154$) reading fluency and reading comprehension were analyzed. Average amounts of CF and MF activities were associated with better reading fluency in Estonia. In Finland, the amount of CF or MF activities was not associated with reading fluency. The amount of CF activities did not have associations with reading comprehension in either of the countries whereas average amounts of MF activities were associated with better reading comprehension in both countries. When also students’ concurrent reading fluency was taken into account, interactions between literacy activities and students’ reading comprehension were found only among Finnish low-fluency readers. For them, reading comprehension was significantly better in classrooms with either high amounts of CF activities or average amounts of MF activities. (Authors of the presentation are Jenni Ruotsalainen, Piret Soodla, Anna-Maija Poikkeus, Marja-Kristiina Lerkkanen, Eve Kikas)
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